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Abstract: Rising sea levels pose one of the greatest threats to coastal zones. However, sea-level
changes near the coast, particularly absolute sea-level changes, have been less well monitored than
those in the open ocean. In this study, we aim to investigate the potential of Global Navigation
Satellite Systems Interferometric Reflectometry (GNSS-IR) to measure coastal absolute sea-level
changes and tie on-land (coastal GNSS) and offshore (satellite altimetry) observations into the same
framework. We choose three coastal GNSS stations, one each in regions of subsidence, uplift and
stable vertical land motions, to derive both relative sea levels and sea surface heights (SSH) above
the satellite altimetry reference ellipsoid from 2008 to 2020. Our results show that the accuracy of
daily mean sea levels from GNSS-IR is <1.5 cm compared with co-located tide-gauge records, and
amplitudes of annual cycle and linear trends estimated from GNSS-IR measurements and tide-gauge
data agree within uncertainty. We also find that the de-seasoned and de-trended SSH time series from
GNSS-IR and collocated satellite altimetry are highly correlated and the estimated annual amplitudes
and linear trends statistically agree well, indicating that GNSS-IR has the potential to monitor coastal
absolute sea-level changes and provide valuable information for coastal sea-level and climate studies.

Keywords: GNSS-IR; satellite altimetry; coastal sea-level changes

1. Introduction

Rising seas due to global warming present a major threat to coastal zones [1–4].
It is increasingly important to monitor and quantify coastal sea-level rise, and thus to
determine the potential impact of climate changes on coasts (e.g., from sea-level rise).
However, coastal zones, where most human interactions with the ocean occur, remain an
observational gap in our sea-level knowledge [5]. The two most commonly used systems for
directly measuring sea levels are land-based tide gauges and satellite altimetry. Tide gauges
have been providing valuable information about sea-level changes at the coast since 1831,
when the first operational automatic tide gauge was installed [6], whereas satellite altimetry
has been continuously monitoring open-ocean sea surface heights since 1992, when the
first satellite mission specifically designed for sea-level studies was launched [7]. However,
sea-level observations from these two observing systems suffer from several limitations.

Tide gauges measure changes in sea level relative to the land on which they are
located; therefore, supplemental information on vertical land motion (VLM) is required to
isolate sea-level signals associated with climate change in tide-gauge records [8,9]; there
is no common reference level for individual tide-gauge records, making stacking records
difficult [10]. Satellite altimetry measures absolute sea-level variations (i.e., sea-surface
height) with respect to a reference ellipsoid; however, the measurements in coastal zones
(a few kilometers from the coast) are not yet reliable due to contamination of altimetric
waveforms with the land, or inadequate geophysical corrections [11]. Additional efforts are
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therefore needed to study sea-level trends in coastal zones using past and present satellite
altimeters [12,13].

Over the past decade, a geodetic Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) station
placed at the coast has been emerging as an alternative coastal sea-level observing sys-
tem with several important advantages: (1) it can obtain both relative sea-level changes
from the reflected satellite signals off the water surface through GNSS Interferometric
Reflectometry (GNSS-IR) [14] and VLM from the direct satellite signals through precise
point positioning [9], thus overcoming the limitations of tide gauges lacking VLM and the
unreliable measurements from satellite altimetry in the coastal zones; (2) it senses changes
of the sea surface in a swath extending some distance from the coast, which is substantially
greater than a traditional tide gauge [15]. A distance of 0.5 km is possible with a GNSS
antenna placed high enough, ~20 m above sea level. Therefore, GNSS-IR measurements
have the potential to fill the sea-level observational gap in coastal zones, especially if they
are specifically designed for such purposes; (3) GNSS-IR measures coastal sea level directly
in a geocentric frame that is consistent with satellite altimetry and does not require in
situ calibration unless equipment changes cause large offsets, hence, potentially linking
the satellite altimeter measurements of sea-level rise with tide-gauge measurements by
bridging the open-ocean measurements with those in close proximity to the coast.

GNSS-IR has been proven to be effective for detecting storm surges [16,17], tsunami [18],
sea state [19] and astronomical tides [20–22]. However, all these previous studies focused on
short-term, i.e., sub-daily sea-level variations. Considering the aforementioned advantages of
GNSS-IR compared with tide gauges and satellite altimetry, we aim to address in this study
the following questions: (1) Can GNSS-IR measure the seasonal cycle in sea level—one of the
most important non-tidal components of sea-level records—and how well does it measure
the seasonal cycle compared to co-located tide-gauge records? (2) Can coastal GNSS stations
provide reliable geocentric sea-level changes to quantify long-term sea-level trends, one of the
essential indicators of climate change? We investigate both relative sea-level changes from
GNSS-IR and absolute sea-level changes from a combination of relative sea-level changes and
VLM from the same GNSS equipment and compare them with co-located tide-gauge records
and satellite altimeter measurements.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Data

To study absolute rates of sea-level rise and seasonal sea-level changes at the locations
of interest, we use a combination of three data sets: GNSS data, satellite altimeter measure-
ments and tide-gauge records. For GNSS data, we selected three coastal geodetic stations
with record lengths >7 years and differing types of vertical land motions in the United
States of America (USA) and France. They are PBAY (uplifting) at Alaska, USA, SC02
(relatively stable) at Friday Harbor, Washington State, USA, and BRST (subsiding) at Brest
in northwestern France. Geographic locations of the three sites are shown in Figure A1.
We obtained 1-Hz GNSS data for the three sites with the longest possible record length
from public GNSS archives. BRST is located in a very busy harbor, which is far from ideal
for a method that requires coherent reflections from a water surface. PBAY, on the other
hand, is located in a fairly remote bay. SC02 at Friday Harbor is set back from the water,
which reduces the number of observations that can be used for reflectometry.

For tide-gauge records, we obtained the measurements at Seldovia (29 km from PBAY)
and Friday Harbor (345 m from SC02) from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration (NOAA); they have a sampling interval of 6 minutes. Hourly tide-gauge records at
Brest (293 m from BRST) were provided by the University of Hawaii Sea Level Center. For
satellite altimeter measurements, we obtained reprocessed multi-mission altimetric gridded
sea-level anomaly (SLA) with daily temporal resolution and spatial sampling of 0.25 degree
produced by the Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S) from the Copernicus Marine
Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS). Various geophysical corrections including
dynamic atmospheric corrections were applied to the merged gridded SLA products. It
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should be noted that the recent progress in reprocessing radar waveforms in coastal areas
and the use of new altimetry techniques (e.g., Ka band altimetry and synthetic aperture
radar mode) have enabled the satellite community to develop new coastal altimetry data
sets that have better accuracy than gridded products near the coast. [23] demonstrated
that the coastal amplitude of the annual cycle at the Baltic Sea–North Sea transition zone
estimated from a dedicated re-tracked coastal altimetry solution is in better agreement
with estimations derived from tide-gauge records than the one from the gridded sea-level
products generated by the European Space Agency Sea Level Climate Change Initiative
community. However, those coastal altimetry products are not readily available for most of
the coasts including our study regions, and they need to be assessed regionally in terms of
trends over multi-decadal timescales [10]. We therefore use the gridded satellite altimetry
products for this study.

2.2. SSH from Satellite Altimetry and Coastal GNSS Stations

Figure 1 illustrates how a coastal GNSS station measures RSL and SSH above a
reference ellipsoid. To be consistent with the satellite altimeter measurements, we converted
the coastal GNSS sea-level measurement to the satellite altimetry reference ellipsoid (the
T/P reference ellipsoid). SLA provided by the CMEMS is the anomaly of the signal around
the mean sea surface (MSS) above the satellite altimetry reference ellipsoid. To calculate
SSH above the ellipsoid (i.e., SSH = SLA + MSS), we obtained MSS with spatial sampling
of 1 minute from Aviso+, and down-sampled the MSS to the grid points of SLA.
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Figure 1. Schematic of coastal land-based GNSS, tide gauges and satellite altimeter measurements.
The land-based GNSS receiver records the phase of the electromagnetic wave of the GNSS signal, and
this signal arrives both directly from the satellite and from reflections off the nearby water surface.
Those two signals interfere with each other, creating a characteristic oscillating pattern overlain
on a long-term trend in the SNR data. By analyzing the frequency of the SNR oscillation in low
elevation angle data, we can estimate the vertical distance (H) from the water surface to the GNSS
antenna phase center. Additionally, the precise position of the antenna reference point (R) can be
obtained through the analysis of direct carrier phase signals. Combining results from the direct and
the reflected signals, we then obtain sea surface height above the satellite altimetry reference ellipsoid
(SSH = R − H) as long as the offset between the geodetic antenna reference point and the reflection
phase center is known.
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To obtain SSH from coastal GNSS stations, we need to first estimate their positions.
We processed the Global Positioning System (GPS) data using the GipsyX/RTGx precise
point positioning software version 1.2 from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), and JPL
final precise satellite orbits and clocks [24]. The processing strategy is similar to those used
in [25] and [26], although they used GIPSY-OASIS, a predecessor of GipsyX/RTGx, for
processing. The IGS14 absolute phase center model (igs14.atx) was applied to both satellite
and receiver antennas [27]. The GipsyX results are the daily positions of the antenna
reference point in the International Terrestrial Reference Frame 2014 (ITRF2014) [28]. We
then converted the GipsyX results from ITRF2014 to the T/P reference ellipsoid coordinate
system to obtain R.

Secondly, we used the GPS signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) data at the L1 frequency to
calculate H. Although in principle other frequencies can be used, their availability and
quality have been highly variable in the past ten years. For the sake of consistency, here we
focus on L1. To restrict the reflected satellite signals from the land, we applied azimuth
and elevation angle masks to isolate signals reflected off the water surface where the GNSS
stations were installed. For PBAY, we only used data with azimuth between 90◦ and 240◦,
and elevation angles between 12◦ and 25◦. The masks applied to SC02 and BRST are ((100◦,
200◦), (5◦, 15◦)) and ((145◦, 300◦), (15◦, 25◦)), respectively. Additionally, the antenna height
above the water surface is approximately 6.0 m at PBAY, 5.2 m at SC02, and 16.7 m at BRST,
making the average zones of water surface that can be sensed by the GNSS antennas 40 m
away from the coast at PBAY, 100 m at SC02, and 80 m at BRST. The sensing zones are
shown in Figure A2. We corrected the biases caused by tropospheric delay and the height
change over a satellite pass

.
H using standard models following the methods in [16]. In this

study, we did not model phase center variations in the estimation of H from SNR data. The
reference point of H is the mean phase center of the reflected signals, which is different from
the antenna reference point which R is referenced to; hence, the resulting SSH (= R − H)
includes a vertical offset between the antenna reference point and the mean phase center.
However, if there is no change of equipment over the analysis period, this offset can be
considered as a constant, therefore not hindering the estimation of seasonal cycle or linear
trends. The number of observations depends on the location of the sites. On average, we
obtained 39 observations per day for PBAY, 28 for SC02 and 24 for BRST. We note that these
numbers can be increased substantially by using multi-GNSS and multi-frequency data.
We also examined the potential impact of sea ice as for GNSS stations located in regions
where there is annual sea ice variability, sea ice will contaminate GNSS-IR signals, resulting
biases in long-term tidal constituents [22]. We found that the number of observations at
PBAY in winter is not reduced compared with other seasons, suggesting that seawater in
the vicinity of PBAY is not iced up in winter.

At daily and sub-daily time scales, astronomical tides are the major component to
drive sea-level oscillations, but they are not the focus of this work. To be consistent with
both the daily solutions of R and the CMEMS SLA products, we therefore removed the tidal
effects and subsequently averaged the residuals over 24 hours to obtain daily solutions of
relative sea levels from GNSS-IR. It should be noted that a daily mean computed by simply
averaging data over 24 hours is contaminated by the tidal signal. For conventional tide-
gauge records, daily means are calculated from hourly records by using either a Demerliac
filter or Doodson X0 filters [29]. The purpose of the filters is to remove tidal effects from
the four main tidal constituents (M2, S2, K1 and O1) and low-pass filter the residuals with
minimum computational effort. Since GNSS-IR observations are not evenly sampled in
time as conventional tide-gauge records are, and computational cost is no longer an issue
for post processing, we alternatively adopted harmonic analysis to first estimate the four
main tidal constituents and then subtract the predicted tides based on the four main tidal
constituents from H to remove the tidal effects. We used the Utide software package
to perform tidal harmonic analysis and tides prediction [30]. We tested our method of
removing tides and calculating daily means by using tide-gauge records at PBAY and
compared with the daily means calculated from the two filters. The root-mean-square
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(RMS) difference is around 1 mm, suggesting that our method of daily mean calculation
is reliable.

2.3. Artificial Offset Caused by Change of GNSS Equipment

It is well known in the geodetic literature that changing any part of a geodetic GNSS
instrument (receiver, antenna or radome) will almost always cause offsets in position
time series [31–33]. After decades of research the geodetic community has developed
methods for significantly reducing the size of these offsets. The best geodetic results use
carefully measured phase center offsets and variations (e.g., IGS14.atx) [27]. That being
said, residual errors almost always remain in the position time series, as is the case at one of
our sites, BRST, for a change from one Leica antenna (LEIAT504GG) to one Trimble antenna
(TRM57971.00). We find equipment changes could also cause offsets in the estimations of H.
We have removed this equipment-related bias using daily means of GNSS-IR relative sea-
level measurements with those generated from the co-located hourly tide-gauge records.
We further discuss the importance of antenna biases in the discussion section.

3. Results
3.1. Relative Sea-Level Changes from GNSS-IR and Tide Gauges

Both GNSS-IR and tide gauges measure sea levels relative to the land. It has been
demonstrated that GNSS-IR measurements at daily and sub-daily time scales have a com-
parable accuracy to tide-gauge records [14,34]. In this study, we explore the potential appli-
cation of GNSS-IR in detecting seasonal cycle and long-term trends of sea-level changes.

For consistency, we used the same approach as was mentioned in Section 2.2 to cal-
culate daily means of sea level from the GNSS-IR measurements and tide-gauge records.
Additionally, we filtered out high-frequency signals with periods <2 months by applying a
59-day moving average to daily means of both GNSS-IR and tide-gauge measurements.
GNSS-IR measurements are anticorrelated with sea-level heights measured by a conven-
tional tide gauge, and tide-gauge records are referenced to a local datum, which is different
from that of GNSS-IR measurements. A mean is therefore removed, meaning that sea levels
for both systems are referenced to an arbitrary datum.

Figure 2 shows the smoothed daily means of GNSS-IR measurements superimposed
with daily means of nearby tide-gauge records. Taking tide-gauge records as the reference,
no systematic biases are found, and the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of daily means of
GNSS-IR measurements is 2.9 cm, 2.0 cm, and 3.4 cm for PBAY, SC02, and BRST, respectively.
After applying the filter of 59-day moving average, the RMSEs for PBAY, SC02 and BRST
are 1.4 cm, 0.9 cm and 1.5 cm.

To estimate the seasonal cycle and linear trend, we employ a common least squares
approach to fit the data with a model including annual and semiannual harmonics, a rate
and an offset in the following form:

xi = Ha cos
(

2π
(

ti −
pa

365.25

))
+ Hsa cos

(
4π

(
ti −

psa

365.25

))
+ Sti + x0 (1)

where xi is the smoothed relative sea level at epoch ti. Ha and Hsa are the amplitudes of
annual and semi-annual cycles, pa and psa are the phases of annual and semi-annual cycles
in days, with zero phase corresponding to 1 January. S is the linear trend. x0 is an offset.
Given that tide gauge and GNSS-IR observations are independent from epoch-to-epoch,
we assumed white noise for error estimations.
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Figure 2. Time series of smoothed relative sea levels from GNSS-IR and tide gauge, and the
corresponding fitted annual cycle, showing close agreement between measurements from the
two observing systems.

For our three sites, annual sea-level changes are the dominant seasonal signal, and
their amplitudes measured by tide gauges are comparable to, but slightly larger than,
those from GNSS-IR measurements (see Table 1), which is consistent with the findings
from [35], showing that annual amplitudes measured by tide gauges are larger than those
in the nearby shallow ocean. The differences between annual phases in tide-gauge and
GNSS-IR measurements are less than one month, reflecting the overall agreement between
the two observing systems at seasonal timescales. Table 1 also shows that linear trends of
RSL calculated from GNSS-IR measurements and tide-gauge records are in good agreement
within uncertainty, and correlation coefficients of de-seasoned and de-trended time series
of GNSS-IR measurements and tide-gauge records (Figure A3) are 0.99, 0.99 and 0.97 for
PBAY, SC02 and BRST, respectively. This indicates that GNSS-IR can detect the seasonal
cycle of sea-level changes and the associated long-term trends in coastal zones with a
comparable accuracy as tide gauges.
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Table 1. Comparison of estimations of annual amplitudes, annual phases and linear trends from
GNSS-IR and tide gauges. Uncertainties indicate a 1-sigma standard deviation.

Station
Annual Amplitude (cm) Annual Phases (Day) Linear Trend (mm/yr)

Tide
Gauge GNSS Tide

Gauge GNSS Tide
Gauge GNSS

PBAY 12.8 ± 0.3 12.0 ± 0.3 −28 ± 1 −30 ± 1 −10.4 ±
0.7

−10.4 ±
0.8

SC02 6.3 ± 0.2 5.8 ± 0.2 −3 ± 1 0 ± 1 8.0 ± 0.5 8.4 ± 0.5

BRST 4.6 ± 0.2 4.3 ± 0.2 −40 ± 2 −50 ± 2 3.5 ± 0.3 3.3 ± 0.2

3.2. Absolute Sea-Level Changes from GNSS-IR and Satellite Altimetry

Sea-level changes result from a combination of different influencing factors, including
atmospheric effects, vertical land movements and oceanic processes. Atmospheric effects
on measured sea surface height are the response of sea surface to atmospheric wind and
pressure forcing, and can reach about ±15 cm [36]. To be consistent with SSH obtained
from CMEMS, we removed such effects in the daily mean sea levels produced from GNSS-
IR by using the dynamic atmospheric correction (DAC) products that CMEMS used to
generate SSH products. The DAC accounts for variations in sea surface height due to a low-
frequency inverse barometer response and high-frequency wind and pressure effects [37].
We obtained the DAC products with a temporal resolution of six hours and spatial sampling
of 0.25 degree from Aviso+. We averaged the 6-hourly DAC solutions to obtain daily DAC.
For a particular site, we used DAC extracted from the nearest grid point to the site.

Over the selected period, the vertical position of SC02 is fairly stable, with an estimated
rate of vertical land movement −0.1 ± 0.03 mm/yr. However, PBAY is uplifting at an
estimated rate of 12.7 ± 0.05 mm/yr due to the combined elastic and viscoelastic response
of the Earth to the mass loss of glaciers and icefields [38], while BRST is subsiding at an
estimated rate of −1.2 ± 0.02 mm/yr resulting from the land reclamation to create and
develop the surrounding harbors [39]. For consistency, these uncertainties were calculated
using the same technique as for GNSS-IR and tide-gauge uncertainties but are comparable
with those assuming colored noise.

To isolate sea surface height from oceanic causes and to be consistent with the measure-
ments from satellite altimetry, both atmospheric effects and vertical land movements in the
sea-level measurements from coastal GNSS need to be corrected. Figure 3 shows the time
series of GPS vertical displacements, DAC, RSL, RSL with DAC removed and absolute sea
level (ASL) at PBAY. Both DAC and vertical land movements at PBAY exhibit seasonality,
and the corresponding annual amplitudes are 5.3 cm and 0.4 cm. After removing DAC,
the estimated amplitude of annual cycle from GNSS-IR decreases from 12.0 cm to 7.1 cm,
while estimated slope increases from −10.7 mm/yr to −8.9 mm/yr. Further removing
vertical land movements, estimated annual amplitude increases to 7.6 cm, and sea level is
rising at an estimated rate of 3.1 mm/yr. It should be noted that the computed sea level
trends may change with a different time window of the data because of the multi-decadal
oscillations: a robust trend estimation requires 60 to 70 years of data [40]. Results for the
other two stations are shown in Figures A4 and A5.

In order to compare with satellite altimetry, we choose three types of satellite altimeter
data that are commonly used in studies related to coastal vertical land movements and
coastal absolute sea-level changes: (1) the nearest grid point [41]; (2) the grid point from
which the de-seasoned and de-trended sea levels at a distance of less than 100 km from the
GNSS station has the highest correlation coefficient with that from the coastal GNSS [42];
(3) the spatial average of sea levels from the grid points within 100 km from the GNSS
station [39]. Since an offset was introduced to the SSH from coastal GNSS observations
and our focus is absolute sea level change, we do not directly compare SSH from the
two observing systems; we instead compare the estimated annual amplitudes and phases,
and linear trends.
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Figure 3. Top left panel: vertical displacements from GPS (blue dots) and the fit of vertical displace-
ments (red line); top right panel: DAC time series at the nearest grid point of PBAY (blue dots) and
the fit of DAC (red line); bottom panel: relative sea levels from GNSS-IR with and without DAC
removed, and absolute sea levels referenced to satellite altimetry reference ellipsoid at PBAY.

Figure 4 shows the spatial variability of amplitudes, and linear trends from satellite
altimetry near PBAY. The amplitudes of grid points within 100 km from PBAY range
from 5 cm to 9 cm, and the corresponding correlation coefficients vary between 0.70 and
0.93 (Figure A6). Both the annual amplitudes of the nearest grid point and the one with
the highest correlation coefficient agree well with that from coastal GNSS observations.
However, the linear trend from the grid point with the highest correlation coefficient is
in better agreement with that from coastal GNSS measurements. Additionally, due to the
presence of considerable spatial variability in the annual cycle and linear trend in this
region, spatial average is not a suitable approach for comparison. The annual amplitudes
and phases, and linear trends estimated from SSH time series from coastal GNSS and the
grid point of satellite altimetry with the highest correlation coefficient, are summarized in
Table 2. It shows that annual amplitudes and linear trends agree within uncertainty, and
the difference of annual phases at PBAY are around 12 days, consistent with the results
of [35], who used satellite altimeter and tide-gauge data to demonstrate that differences of
1–2 months in annual phase for coastal, shallow and deep ocean are typical.

SC02 is located within the San Juan islands where the accuracy of satellite altimetry
products in this region likely decreases significantly due to land contamination. Our results
show that the annual amplitudes and linear trends estimated from satellite altimeter data
within 100 km from SC02 are generally smaller than those from coastal GNSS observations
and the nearby open ocean (Figure 5). If we broaden the search area to 200 km, we find
that both annual amplitude and phase, and linear trend derived from the grid point with
highest correlation coefficient (0.90, Figure A7) are in good agreement with those estimated
from coastal GNSS (Table 2).
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Table 2. Annual amplitudes and phases, and linear trends estimated from coastal GNSS and satellite
altimeter SSH time series, Uncertainties indicate a 1-sigma standard deviation.

Station
Annual Amplitude (cm) Annual Phases (Day) Linear Trend (mm/yr)

GNSS Altimeter GNSS Altimeter GNSS Altimeter

PBAY 7.6 ± 0.2 7.9 ± 0.2 −44 ± 1 −32 ± 1 3.2 ± 0.5 2.8 ± 0.5

SC02 6.6 ± 0.1 6.9 ± 0.1 −7 ± 1 3 ± 1 7.3 ± 0.4 7.2 ± 0.3

BRST 4.0 ± 0.1 5.1 ± 0.1 −55 ± 1 −51 ± 1 4.9 ± 0.1 5.0 ± 0.1
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Ref. [39] demonstrated that sea-level time series from satellite altimetry near BRST are
spatially coherent; they therefore concluded that there is no significant land contamination
and used a spatial average for an area of 1-degree radius around the tide gauge location
as absolute sea level and combined it with vertical land motions from Interferometric
Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) to estimate relative sea-level changes along the coast.
Our results also show that annual amplitudes estimated from the nearest grid point, the
grid point with highest correlation coefficient (Figure A8) and the spatial average are similar.
However, they are all larger than that estimated from the SSH time series derived from
coastal GNSS (Figure 6). One possible reason could be errors in the DAC that was applied
to remove dynamic atmospheric effects in the coastal GNSS measurements. Although
it is acknowledged that the DAC provides a significant overall improvement to satellite
altimetry products, [37] observed that significant errors in the correction remain due to
a lack of resolution of the model (in shelf areas but also in some deep ocean regions),
remaining bathymetry errors and atmospheric forcing field uncertainties. Changes of
equipment at BRST not only caused offsets in reflector heights (Figure A9), but also in
vertical displacements (Figure A10). Additionally, besides the vertical component of
antenna electrical phase center offset, there may be horizontal offsets; therefore, the offset
in the reflector heights calculated by comparison with co-located tide-gauge records is not
applicable to SSH. We first removed offsets in the vertical displacements; secondly, we
calculated offset caused by change of antenna on October 26, 2011, by comparing with
SSH from the spatial average of sea-level time series within 100 km from BRST. After
those offsets were corrected, linear trends estimated from coastal GNSS measurements and
satellite altimeter data agree well statistically (Table 2).
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4. Discussion

Vertical land motions are a key element in understanding how sea levels have changed
and how future sea level may impact coastal areas. Sources to quantify this effect include di-
rect observing systems (e.g., GNSS and InSAR) and indirect approaches. One of the widely
used indirect approaches is to combine tide-gauge records and satellite altimetry to calcu-
late the rates of VLM [41]. The disadvantage of this approach is that the difference between
satellite altimetry and the tide-gauge records can reveal drifts in the altimeter-derived SSH
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or in its geophysical corrections. An important assumption is that these are negligible, so
that the trend in the differences can be attributed to VLM. Additionally, given the fact that
the performance of satellite altimetry near the coast decreases significantly, a certain number
of studies instead used a direct observing system—i.e., GNSS—to correct vertical land mo-
tions in the tide-gauge records to obtain absolute sea level at the coast [43]. However, there
are also disadvantages of this method, including (1) requirement of two sets of equipment;
(2) record lengths of the two types of measurements are usually different, with GNSS record
lengths much shorter than that of tide gauges; (3) GNSS and tide gauge are generally not
co-located and the vertical land movements at the two locations often behave differently
(even over short distances if the monument bases are different); and (4) an assumption that
VLM manifests in a linear fashion over the period of interest.

To compare with the results estimated from coastal GNSS-IR, we also used GNSS
observations to correct VLM in the tide-gauge records near the three selected sites. Here we
assume that the measured GNSS land motion is appropriate for the tide gauges, though in
no case are they truly collocated. For example, while they are <300 meters apart, the GNSS
site at Friday Harbor (SC02) is drilled into bedrock while the tide gauge is on a dock. We
first removed dynamic atmospheric effects from the tide-gauge data, and the corresponding
linear trends are −8.9 ± 0.5 mm/yr at Seldovia (near PBAY), 7.2 ± 0.4 mm/yr at Friday
Harbor (near SC02) and 4.5 ± 0.1 mmm/yr at Brest (near BRST). Further correcting VLM,
the estimated linear trends of absolute sea-level changes at Seldovia, Friday Harbor and
Brest are 3.4 ± 0.5 mm/yr, 7.1 ± 0.4 mm/yr and 3.3 mm/yr ± 0.1, respectively. Comparing
with linear trends derived from GNSS-IR and satellite altimetry in Table 2, the largest
difference is found at Brest. There are two possible reasons for this difference. One is that
the DAC applied to tide-gauge data might be inaccurate; and the other is that two linear
trend periods can be distinguished in the time series of vertical displacements at BRST
(Figure A10) over the period of 2008–2020: (1) 2008 – 2012, over which the subsidence rate
is estimated at −0.4 ± 0.09 mm/yr and (2) 2013 – 2020, –1.4 ± 0.03 mm/yr, breaking the
assumption that VLM behaves linearly at a rate of –1.2 mm/yr over 2008–2020.

Here, we used a consistent dataset (L1 GPS SNR) for 8+ years at three sites. As noted
previously, this uniformity was broken at BRST when an antenna change caused a bias in
the H estimates. When the vertical phase center offset from the IGS14.atx document was
used, the bias was reduced but not eliminated. This is consistent with what has been shown
in previous studies [44,45]. Although not shown here, there are also frequency dependent
biases, with L2 generally showing better agreement with tide gauge leveling measurements
than L1. Some of this frequency variation can be predicted by using a simulator [46], but
those simulators require gain pattern information that is simply unavailable for the GNSS
antennae being used for coastal studies. While the GNSS antenna and frequency-dependent
biases can be estimated and removed, for GNSS-IR to provide a true measurement of sea
level in ITRF, it is important the GNSS-IR community fully document best practices for
achieving it.

5. Conclusions

Observing sea-level changes at the coast and quantifying its drivers is the first step
to understanding the complex dynamics of the coastal region, to link the response of
the coastal environment to sea-level changes and to anticipate how projected sea-level
variations will impact the coastal areas. In this study, we demonstrate that coastal GNSS
can complement tide gauges and satellite altimetry to measure both relative and absolute
sea-level changes at the coast at seasonal and longer timescales with several important
advantages. However, some technical issues of GNSS-IR remain a challenge, including
antenna and frequency biases. Although such biases do not affect studies about relative
sea-level changes, if left uncorrected, they will cause an offset in SSH estimates. Offsets in
reflector heights caused by changes of equipment have less of an impact on estimations of
tides and seasonal cycles, but they will bias linear trends derived from both relative sea
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level and absolute sea levels. Efforts are needed to address those issues to further improve
the performance of GNSS-IR.

Recent results from new altimetry re-processing algorithms indicate that coastal
satellite altimetry products can now be as close as 0.9 km to the coast in Australia, Southeast
Asia and Mediterranean Sea [47]. Coastal GNSS stations with an antenna height of ~60 m
with respect to the water surface can sense sea-level changes up to ~1 km away from
the coast. GNSS-IR may therefore play a key role in filling the observational gap in the
coastal zones.
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Figure A3. De-seasoned and de-trended time series of relative sea levels from GNSS-IR and tide gauges.
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Figure A4. Same as Figure 5, but for SC02.
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Figure A5. Same as Figure 5 but for BRST.
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Figure A6. Correlation coefficient at PBAY. The filled red circle represents the tide gauge while the
filled red square is the GNSS station. The colored dot with a black square is the grid point from
which the de-seasoned and de-trended satellite altimeter data has the highest correlation coefficient
with those from the coastal GNSS.
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Figure A9. The differences in relative sea levels measured by GNSS-IR at BRST and the co-located
tide-gauge records. GNSS station and tide gauge are 293 m apart. Blue dots are the difference
between the two types of measurements, while the red line is the fit to the differences. The two dash
lines indicate change of equipment: the GNSS antenna changed from LEIAT504 to LEIAT504GG on
11 June 2008, and from LEICA (LEIAT504GG) to TRIMBLE (TRM57971.00) on 26 October 2011.
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